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Fashion Brand Marketing Graduate

SKILLS

Campaign Building

...............
Adobe Creative
Cloud

...............
Social Media

...............
Content Creation

...............
Reliable Team Player

...............
Attention to Detail

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

Topshop/Topman Sales Assistant – Bolton - 15th September 2018 –
January 25th 2021
• Utilising excellent customer service skills to achieve targets.
• Till management, processing refunds and exchanges, using my initiative and working as
a crucial member of the team.
• Trusted with additional roles such as overseeing the Topman sales floor.
•Valuable insight into various types of customer,s preferences, trends and visual merchandising.

University of Huddersfield, BA (Hons)
Fashion Image Communication and
Buying.
(FICB) September 2018- 2021

Office, Huddersfield Sales Assistant- April 2019- July 2019.
• Gained experience in shop floor sales, meeting sale targets, working under pressure,
how to build customer rapport, replenishing stock and organising shop displays.
. Team Player
Assistant Leader (volunteer) – 17th St.Pauls Halliwell Brownies
March 2017- September 2018
• Planning, resourcing and supervising activities for the group.
• Developed strong leadership skills.

Bolton Sixth Form College BTEC Level
3 Extended Diploma
September 2016-2018
Grade- D* D* D*
Sharples High School
September 2011 - 2016
7 GCSE Grades A-C including Maths and English

...............
Organisation &
Planning

CONTACT

...............
Strong Microsoft
Office Skills

CV

REFERENCE

07837572534

www.linkedin.com/in/ellie-gormley

elliegormley16@outlook.com

Location: Bolton

Charlotte Goldthorpe
FICB
Module Leader
University of Huddersfield
E: C.M.Goldthorpe@hud.ac.uk

I am a hardworking, reliable and determined BA Hons Fashion Marketing graduate. My
studies have given me a strong understanding of the industry, the opportunity to enhance
my creative flair and expand my professional skill set. The fast pace ecommerce sector,
the advocacy for inclusivity within fashion and unique innovations is where my passions
lie within the fashion industry. I also have a passionate interest in social media which highlighted where my strengths lie within social media marketing, campaign building and content creation.

For this self-initiated brief, I combined the ever growing Augment
Reality industry with the renowned ecommerce fast fashion business Boohoo to produce a dynamic virtual try on service, BoohooFitMe. This feature was created to provide Boohoos globally
constructed consumer base with an innovative solution to sizing
when shopping online. It also considers the impact fast fashion has
on the environment by helping to reduce the excessive and over
consumptive ‘buying to try’ culture. I evaluated the success and
recent domination Boohoo have had over the fast fashion sector
and the high street to anticipate the success and compatatbility of
this feature with the Boohoo brand. Research into Boohoo’s already
established and loyal Gen Z consumer base enabled me to curate
this feature and campaign to further Boohoos innovation and digital
first approach.
The in app feature works by allowing customers to digitally scan
their body through their smartphone camera on the app, in partnership with Zeekits patented technology, to calculate their body measurements. The customer will then be able to view any clothing item
or accessory on their virtual self as accurately as possible, in a conscious effort to lower the substantial amount of returns the ecommerce business deals with whilst still enhancing Boohoos customer
experiences and brand image.

BOOHOOFITME
*Disclaimer: All work produced is purely for educational purposes
only as part of a University project.
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This project saw the creation of an extensive marketing
and communication plan, application mock up and a comprehensive research file to seamlessly launch this feature,
exclusive to the Boohoo app. The marketing and communication report demonstrates the campaigns effective
use of micro and macro influencers within the chosen
TikTok and Instagram social media strategy to maximise
awareness through the trust and engagement influencers
possess with Gen Z consumers. This report includes comprehensive research regarding the AR market, the target
market, competitors and highlights brand positioning, all
to support the chosen campaign tactics and strategies.

The execution of this campaign considered and utilised Boohoos strong
social media presence amongst the intended target audience, supported by
engaging promotional material, influencer marketing and hashtags to promote user generated content to launch this month long campaign across
Instagram and the newest form of social media Tik Tok. The strategy of using
Tik Tok within the implementation of this campaign was chosen as research
has shown that short-form video content bursting with overlays, effects and
music has proven to be effective with the largest percentage of user which
are Gen Z. The inclusion of Instagram into this strategy enabled the use of
the ‘Instagram Shop’ function to provide direct links to Boohoo garments
and the FitMe feature, increasing sales through easy and convenient shopping
capability.
Within this project I utilise my experience as a targeted and long standing
consumer of Boohoo to produce an innovation that I felt was widely missing
from the current fast fashion ecommerce shopping experience. Colliding the
escalating virtual technology sector with Boohoo to provide a unique resolution to sizing and sustainability issues that are an apparent aspect of shopping online. BoohooFitMe’s campaign portrays my understanding of launching
an innovative service/product to an established target audience successfully,
utilising the newest marketing opportunities, whilst entering a new market
sector (AR).
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As this project was constructed for Boohoo, the creative
vision for the campaign was designed to stay in line with their
distinctive branding and image whilst also communicating BoohooFitMe’s core values of AR innovation, futuristic approach
and trend focused. The promotional material displays the
ideology of the feature by highlighting the concept of the consumer having a virtual model of themselves to view items on
off the site.
The social media content across all platforms was also created
to demonstrate Boohoos forward thinking attitude and social
and environmental responsibility being such a prevalent brand
within the fast fashion market. This was all achieved through
the use of still imagery, video content and the co-ordination
of the shoot location and outfits to portray the desired brand
image and values.

PHOTOGRAPHER
BETH, SMITH

This independent project allowed me to cover a wide range of
roles from gathering fundamental research, curating an extensive marketing report and campaign to app development,
designing promotional material and organising and styling the
photoshoot.

An application mock-up was created using Adobe XD to present the
final product in a real-life context, providing a visual representation
of how BoohooFitMe will function and look. This also provides the
opportunity for a physical test of the functionality and compatibility
of the new feature within the Boohoo app before it is launched to
consumers.
This mock up clearly demonstrates every aspect of the final product such as the colour scheme, content, fonts, navigation visuals and
the overall image of the Boohoo app once the new feature has been
added. My role when creating this mock-up was to ensure there was
a balance between the design being coherent and displaying recognition to the established branding, but also easy to navigate and
understand.
I also produced a narrated walk-through video clearly explaining
each step the consumer would take through the app.
Creating this mock-up enabled me to amend any changes that
needed to be made to ensure the app flowed seamlessly to deliver
an engaging and personalised experience to the targeted audience.
Research shows visual content is effective in captivating the mobile
native Gen Z consumer, however, optimisation is just as important
to the success of an application within this target market at keeping
the customer satisfied. Slow-working, inefficient apps can deter Gen
Z consumers from shopping with a business as it can aggravate their
need for immediate interaction, which is why a mock-up was key to
the success and implementation of this project.

APPLICATION MOCKUP

PHOTOGRAPHER
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ZARA, SHAMLOU

PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

LOGO CREATION

PULLTHE
THETHREAD
THREAD
PULL

The first project of final year re-emphasised the importance of
in-depth research, within which I demonstrated originality, innovation and pro-activity with the opportunity to outline an issue
and push the boundaries of the current offerings within the
fashion field to provide a solution.
This project saw the outcome of three main components, a
presentation outlining the issue within my chosen field, a research and experimentation journey document and my specialised project focus of a brand handbook.
Informed by coherent and detailed research, for this project I
created and marketed an inventive service to promote diversity
and inclusivity for Harvey Nichols. This service was produced
with the specialist focus on people with physical disabilities,
specifically little people. ‘Pull The Thread’ provides a unique and
luxurious tailoring service, free of charge, at the hands of Harvey
Nichols expertise in alterations to allow little people the fair
opportunity and access to stylish, well-fitting clothing like everybody else. This service was initially curated for people of a small
stature, in association with Little People UK, but as the project
developed I realised many people with other disabilities would
also benefit from this and should have access to fashionable,
adaptive clothing, making a future recommendation to roll this
service out to a wider range of people across the UK through
Harvey Nichols nationwide stores.

*Disclaimer: All work produced is purely for educational purposes
only as part of a University project.

BRAND
HANDBOOK

Thorough analysis of the currently available adaptive
clothing market for people with small stature and other
disabilities highlighted an extreme gap in the market for
a household brand to provide access to suitable fitting
clothing and a respectable shopping experience. Research
shows that diversity is predominantly becoming a must
within the fashion industry as many brands are trying to
cater for a wider audience. This project was created as
a tailoring service to ensure little people could get any
item of clothing fitted to their personal body shape, as
there are over 200 different types of dwarfism which all
pose different challenges and body shapes.
Harvey Nichols was the chosen business to provide
this as the entire service was built on the accessibility
to a broad range of fashion, to deliver an extraordinary
shopping experience and ‘Pull The Thread’ supports their
brand promise to stand out and be unique.
My role in this project was to create a brand handbook
to present a complete guide to Harvey Nichols employees detailing the aims and reasoning of the service, location and layout, how the service works, brand values and
campaign details, as this is a new addition to the brand
and to ensure employees could deliver a respectable and
enjoyable experience to the target audience.

LAYOUT
FLOOR

A visual representation of the floor plan and layout for this service was created in Sketchup, to
demonstrate how ‘Pull The Thread’ would be physically incorporated into the business and store. This
layout clearly outlines the branding and the luxury
element of the service. It also demonstrates how
the furnishings and space has been adapted to suit
the target market by lowering door handles, tills and
seats and ensuring there is open space for wheelchair access to reinforce the services ideology of
creating an accessible and respectable experience.
My overall role within this project was to execute
every aspect seamlessly, from carrying out research
to highlighting gaps within the market,. This supported my innovative idea and the creative and commercial decisions to market the service.
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A marketing campaign with supporting promotional material was created alongside the brand handbook to raise awareness to promote the new service. A social media marketing strategy was
used to share imagery and details of the service, including the launch date and location, as Harvey Nichols already possess a large following on Instagram which would be utilised to maximise the
exposure of this campaign. As this service was in collaboration with Little People UK I also included the promotion across their platforms into the campaign to ensure the niche market were
being targeted directly. The campaign covered promotion both in-store and online through a website homepage feature, social media and the creation of physical business cards to share within the
store relaying the key information of the service to consumers.
My role within this self-initiated project was to utilise my initiative and creative mindset to develop an advanced and innovative creation to provide a solution to an issue and fill a gap within the
fashion market. I produced all the creative, promotional and written material through Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Indesign to coherently produce a new brand identity, target a new consumer base and expand Harvey Nichols currently available services to broaden their reach as a established department store. The creation of the campaign visuals and the logo construction, was an
aspect of the project that embedded the values of the service combined with Harvey Nichol’s distinctive font, luxurious aesthetic and pervasive communications method to effectively stand out
amongst the brand’s luxury counterparts.
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From Manchester Market to Multi-Millionaire:
The Rise of Ultra-Fast Fashion in British Retail.
ABSTRACT

The objective of this study is to explore the meteoric rise of the online fast fashion business model, enabled by changes in the business environment and consumer perspectives since the 1980s, through the lens
of the established e-commerce empire Boohoo. The focus is based on the reshaping of British retailing and
the high street once e-commerce businesses started to gain immense popularity. E-commerce has been an
ever-growing business system since the early 2000s and has transformed the traditional methods of retailing. It has altered the value of clothing and how much consumers are willing to spend, the way the businesses operate through their supply chain and ultimately changed the physical retail landscape forever. The study
will analyse all of these aspects against the exploration into the Boohoo Group, carrying out an in-depth
investigation into the characteristics of the business and shedding light on how they have achieved and
maintained their success and domination over the industry from incorporation to present day.
Fast fashion is the mass production of low cost clothing and is a method that has been adopted by many
British retailers and has become a mainstay of the UK fashion industry. It was the arrival of this business
model along with the impact of other business environment factors during the 1980s to the early 2000s
that influenced the success in this industry and led to the adoption of online only fast fashion retailers.

(IMAGE: BOOHOO PLC, 2020)

DISSERTATION

Boohoo maintains its pre-eminence in fashion because of their efficient and responsive business strategy
and the building of their brand portfolio. The acquisition of these brands has boosted the business’s financial
success, as group revenue in 2020 was up 44% against the previous year (Boohoo Group PLC, 2020). It has
also increased market share and Boohoo now owns some of the biggest players in online fast fashion, dominating the online fashion industry in the UK. It is important to acknowledge what the Boohoo business has
meant for British fashion and how it has shaped British fashion culture into a high speed industry which has
revolutionised the way other businesses operate.

RÆBURN X WWF

This project required the creation of a campaign, professional business report, detailed communications plan, a press pack and a creative market strategy pitch presentation. Within this
project I applied my course-specific perspective to an industry-wide scenario to develop my
professional practice pertinent to Brand Marketing. I gathered market insight relevant to my
chosen brand, Christopher Raeburn, to inform my marketing strategy to further develop this
business, specifically to fill a gap in the market and raise brand awareness.

LIMITED EDITION SS21 COLLECTION
Raeburn is passionate about making fashion sustainable and taking
responsibility for our environment.
Along with owning a limited, unqiue garment from Raeburn you
will also be changing the life of an endangered animal by a lifetime
adoption of your choice being included in the price of a garment.
So why not shop and adopt an endangered animal at no extra cost?
Buy a Parka, Save a Panda!

This campaign responds to the opportunities to increase Raeburn’s appeal and exposure to
a wider audience, whilst also not compromising on his ideology. The campaign is centred
around a limited edition, collaborational fashion line with the environmental charity WWF.
This collaboration was created to present both brands to likeminded consumers by allowing
customers to purchase a limited edition piece of Christopher Raeburn clothing at a lower
price point and included in the price is the lifetime adoption of an endangered species of the
customer’s choice from the WWF website. My role was to produce an inventive and unique
initiative to increase Raeburn’s brand awareness through the use of the World Wildlife Funds
globally integrated recognition whilst staying true to both brands philosophys.

RÆBURN X WWF

SHOP
TO
ADOPT
Raeburndesigns.co.uk
wwf.org.uk

CHRISTOPHER RAEBURN X WWF
*Disclaimer: All work produced is purely for educational purposes
only as part of a University project.

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

An exhaustive marketing report and communications plan
allowed me to tailor my campaign and respond specifically to
the opportunities highlighted within this report, which were
to raise Christopher Raeburn’s brand profile and sales across
a wider scale through the strategy of a collaboration. As the
Raeburn brand is built on the values of reusing and reworking
durable, surplus materials and promoting sustainable business
practises, the collaboration with the World Wildlife Fund fits
perfectly.
In support of the marketing report and strategy a press pack
outlined all the key and relevant information with an assisting
media list, enabling the distribution of the content to media
relations to further support the campaigns aim of increasing
brand exposure. My role was to generate a substantial media
list that consisted of applicable publications with information
and contact details of reporters to theoretically send my press
pack out to, providing access to crucial information of the collaboration and campaign with the inclusion of photographs and
marketing materials to be featured in relevant magazines.

RÆBURN X WWF

SHOP
TO
ADOPT
Raeburndesigns.co.uk
wwf.org.uk
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A social media strategy was curated for this campaign with the inclusion of
celebrity endorsements, WWF’s established brand ambassadors and a feature
on Fashion Revolutions website and newsletter. This marketing strategy was
supported by emotive campaign imagery to catch the attention of the fast
pace social media audience with the intention of persuading consumers to
stop and question the purpose of the post and build curiosity. The campaign
imagery relates to both brands and the ideology of the collaboration to
support sustainable fashion. All the tactics used within this campaign ensured
the correct audience was directly targeted through Facebook and Instagram
utilising WWF’s large following and exposure.

For this project I utilised my knowledge to expand and develop an up and
coming brand through the ability to build market intelligence and curate a
campaign to achieve the intended aims of raising brand awareness and increasing sales through a unique incentive. This project demonstrated my ability to create a coherent brand identity whilst encompassing a brand relevant
aesthetic to both Raeburn and WWF.

CAMPAIGN MATERIAL

This project synopsis required a market appraisal report regarding my
chosen brand,Vivienne Westwood and its established position in the UK
market. This report supported the creation of a market entry strategy
that was justified and relevant, taking into account current and forecast
changes within the global fashion landscape to successfully transition the
brand into the new and growing fashion market territory, India.
I developed a creative campaign and communications plan to demonstrate how to heighten Vivienne Westwood’s brand awareness and position, taking into account the differentials between countries, supported
by relevant marketing materials. My role within this project was to take
full responsibility of every aspect of the project carrying out crucial
research, writing up a market entry report and curating a campaign with
assisting material pertinent for the new market.

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD IN INDIA

*Disclaimer: All work produced is purely for educational purposes
only as part of a University project.

MARKET APPRAISAL REPORT
Within this project I conducted a comparative market research
report which included key style and trend drivers in both India
and the UK, a market appraisal of the opportunities available for
Vivienne Westwood to enter the Indian market, a macro-economic analysis and potential and existing customer profiles. The
collated research justified and supported my creative and commerical marketing campaign decisions.

MARKETING CAMPAIGN REPORT

This marketing campaign report outlines the entirety of the launch of
Vivienne Westwood into The Palladium Mall, Mumbai. The tactics used
to successfully launch into a new market include a well-structured social
media campaign with the use of relevant macro and micro Indian influencers to promote Westwood’s adapted fashion line to the intended target market and billboard advertising in and around Mumbai. Every aspect
of the campaign was adapted to suit the new market including the logo
change to incorporate India’s flag colours, the chosen line of clothing
which would be available to suit the respectful yet westernised style, the
influencer choice and the overall look and feel of the brands image. However, the campaign still stayed true to the renowned Vivienne Westwood
environmental philosophy by incorporating this into the promotion of
the brand to India’s socially aware younger generation.
My role within this project demonstrates my ability to adapt an established brand to enter a completely unfamiliar market and target a new
consumer base. It also highlights my aptitude to create inventive, dynamic
and progressive concepts to increase brand awareness, sales and enter
new markets.

(VIVIENNE WESTWOOD, 2020)

MARKETING CAMPAIGN MATERIAL

MARKETING CAMPAIGN MATERIAL

ELLIE
GORMLEY
BA Hons Fashion Brand Marketing Graduate
Email: elliegormley16@outlook.com
Contact: 07837572534

